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Clearing the rubble
The end of an era

Debris removal from NA’s Odd Fellows Building to begin
Crews from Francesco Demolition of Duxbury will be
onsite in coming weeks to
NORTH ATTLEBORO begin the task of removing
NORTH ATTLEBORO —
four stories worth of crumThe days are numbered for
Mount Odd Fellows — the towering pile bled material from the former Odd Fellows Building, which was located at 30of debris left behind in the wake of a
36 North Washington St.
devastating downtown building fire.
BY AMY DeMELIA
SUN CHRONICLE STAFF

STREET BEAT

02760

“The only holdup right now is the insurance company. They have to wait for
them to give the green light,” Building
Inspector Rod Palmer said.
The historic building was destroyed
after a four-alarm fire fought in frigid
conditions on Jan. 3.

After nearly 30 years at Sturdy, Shyavitz
to retire, Auerbach to take helm this week
SEE STREET BEAT, PAGE A2 �

BY GEORGE W. RHODES
SUN CHRONICLE STAFF

2014 Winter OlympicsATTLEBORO
come —toSomething
an end
will
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Sturdy Memorial Hospital president and CEO
Linda Shyavitz will officially hand over her duties to Dr. Bruce Auerbach, a longtime Sturdy
physician and administrator, on Saturday.

soon happen at Sturdy Memorial
Hospital that hasn’t happened in almost 30 years.
A new president and CEO will
take his seat in the first-floor, corner office next to the main door of
the 100-year-old Park Street institution whose financial stability, medical reputation and physical plant
has grown large under outgoing

MARTIN GAVIN / THE SUN CHRONICLE

Crews will beging removing four stories worth of crumbled material from the former Odd Fellows Building site
in downtown North Attleboro in the coming weeks.
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A man watches fireworks during the closing ceremony of the 2014 Winter Olympics, Sunday, in Sochi, Russia. Russia celebrated the end of
the costliest Olympics ever with a visually stunning finale that handed off the games to 2018 host city Pyeongchang, South Korea.

Costly, political, successful
After speculation, 17-day Sochi games conclude without incident
BY JOHN LEICESTER
ASSOCIATED PRESS
SOCHI, Russia
lushed with pride after its athletes’
spectacular showing at the costliest Olympics ever, Russia celebrated Sunday night with a visually stunning
finale that handed off a smooth but politically charged Winter Games to their
next host, Pyeongchang in South Korea.
Russian President Vladimir Putin,
these Olympics’ political architect and
booster-in-chief, watched and smiled as
Sochi gave itself a giant pat on the back
for a Winter Games that IOC President
Thomas Bach declared an “extraordi-

F

More inside
� Mixed feelings for U.S., C1
� Full medal roundup, count, C1
nary success.”
The crowd that partied in Fisht
Olympic Stadium, in high spirits after
the high-security games passed safely without feared terror attacks, hooted
with delight when Bach said Russia delivered on promises of “excellent” venues, “outstanding” accommodation for
the 2,856 athletes and “impeccable orgaSEE OLYMPICS, PAGE A6 �

BOSTON — By any measure, horse racing has been in marked decline for years
in Massachusetts, leaving operators of the
state’s two tracks
eyeing casino
gambling as their
last, best hope for
survival.
Now, two upcoming votes —
one by residents
in Revere and the
other by the Massachusetts Gaming Commission —
could ultimately
determine whether thoroughbred
racing at Suffolk
— Billy Abdelnour,
Downs and harness racing at the New England Amateur
Plainridge RaceHarness Drivers Club
course enjoy a resurgence or grind to permanent halts.
A yes vote in Tuesday’s referendum
would allow Mohegan Sun to continue with a
bid for a resort casino on land owned by Suffolk Downs in Revere.
On Friday, the commission is scheduled
to award the single slots parlor license in
Massachusetts, with Plainridge among three
contenders.
Both tracks are likely to close, their owners concede, if the votes don’t go their way.
And for the estimated 4,500 people in Massachusetts who derive income from racing
— from horse owners to breeders, jockeys,
trainers and track workers — the stakes are
also high.

A mascot of the Winter Olympics blows
out the Olympic flame with his breath
during Sunday’s closing ceremony.

‘

This will
literally
end, finish
harness
racing, because
there is no
one waiting in
line to build a
racetrack in
Massachusetts.
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STURDY: Longtime president, CEO retiring
FROM PAGE A1
president, chief medical officer and
medical director, will officially take
the reins Saturday.
Auerbach says he aims to maintain Shyavitz’s legacy and expand
on it.
Shyavitz, who’s led the hospital
to unprecedented financial success,
which in turn led to improvements
in medical programs, investments
in new specialties and new technology, as well as a bigger and more
modern building, is retiring after 28
years and five months on the job.
Her departure and Auerbach’s appointment were first announced in
August, but the day is now here.
Some might think Auerbach is
in the same position as the person
who will eventually take over for a
guy like New England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady, a future Hall
of Famer who led his team to new
heights.
Replacing a legend can’t be easy.
And in the world of hospital administration, Shyavitz’s record of
achievement that includes 28 consecutive years of budget surpluses — often $10 million at a whack —
certainly makes her a legend, and
would surely put her in a hospital
administrators hall of fame.
But Auerbach, who was recruited
by Shyavitz to run Sturdy’s emergency medical services just 1 1/2 years
after her own arrival in 1985, said
the job is one he’s very familiar with
after working closely with the boss
for decades, and he’s eager to assume the role.
“In my view, it’s a natural progression in my career,” Auerbach said.
“Under Linda’s tutelage and guidance
over the years, I think I’ve gained
significant insights into the role.
“I’m really looking forward to following in Linda’s footsteps. It’s an
opportunity to continue the legacy
that’s been put in place, to continue to provide the services the community expects and to see where we
may be able to expand them.”
Auerbach said he and Shyavitz
share administrative philosophies,
including a team approach in running the hospital, which involves
working closely with doctors, nurses
and Sturdy’s other professionals.
The basic aims will be the same.
Expenses have to be controlled
and revenue needs to be enhanced.
Both are especially challenging
in the rapidly changing health care
industry, but both are essential, Auerbach said.
Above all, Sturdy needs to remain “a locally controlled, independent organization,” he said.
Auerbach got his bachelor and
medical degrees from Temple University in Philadelphia.
He chose emergency medicine as
his specialty because it exposed him
to a wide variety of medical problems and is fast-paced.
The choice has suited him well
for the many roles he’s taken on in
his almost three decades at Sturdy,
and there are no regrets, he said.
“I chose a more action-oriented
field and I never looked back,” Auerbach said.
He served his residency in emer-
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Sturdy Memorial Hospital’s Dr. Bruce Auerbach will take over president and CEO duties
from Linda Shyavitz this week. Shyavitz, who is retiring, held the role for 28 years.
gency medicine at Los Angeles
County Medical Center, where he
was immersed the controlled chaos
of a big city emergency room, where
gunshot and knife wounds rolled into treatment rooms as often as kids
with broken arms.
That experience has been invaluable, Auerbach said.
“I found it to be great preparation
for the tasks I’ve taken on here,” he
said.
Beyond the challenge of making
the right decisions at the right time
in life-and-death situations, his duties as an emergency room doctor
exposed Auerbach to almost every
facet of hospital operations.
“It’s a field that lets you learn
more about what goes on in every
aspect of the hospital because you’re
dealing with every department,”
he said. “You have to juggle many
things at once. You have to learn
how to apportion your time and keep
a lot of balls in the air. It’s been
great for the role I’ll be assuming.”
The decision-making skills he
learned as a emergency room doctor in L.A. and at Sturdy were gradually enhanced by membership on
the hospital’s budget committee, assignments to oversee the implementation new medical departments and
the construction of millions of dollars worth of new facilities over the
past 15 years.
He said the total experience has
given him a deep knowledge base
about every aspect of Sturdy, which
celebrated its 100th birthday in 2013.
“It’s been a growing and learning
experience through the whole process,” Auerbach said. “I think it’s
prepared me quite well.”
For her part, Shyavitz says she is
ready to move on to the next phase
of her life.
And with the change just days
away, there are no second thoughts.
“I’m very decisive. I’m not a second-thought kind of person,” she
said during an interview that included Auerbach and Sturdy board
Chairman Tim O’Neill. “If I think
a decision is good, I don’t look back.”
And for Shyavitz, retiring now, at
67, is the right decision.

If anyone knows how short life
can be, it’s a hospital administrator
who oversees a facility where life
and death is the stuff of daily work.
It’s time to do the things she’s
had to sacrifice to make the hospital
what it has become.
“Right now, I go all day and all
night — and time is finite,” she said.
“I don’t have time for all the things I
need to do.”
In an earlier Sun Chronicle report, she said there are books to
read, traveling to be done and passions to pursue.
But, she won’t ever be that far
from what she describes as her
“family” at Sturdy.
“I don’t plan on dropping off the
face of the Earth,” Shyavitz said. “I
won’t have daily contact, but I plan
to stay in touch on a regular basis.
It’s been a family for 28 years.”
And as an added endorsement for
the facility she loves, Shyavitz said
she won’t be going anywhere else for
health care.
“I get my medical care here,
and I will still get my medical care
here,” Shyavitz said.
O’Neill said the decision to select
Auerbach wasn’t difficult.
Continuity is crucial in a well-run
operation, he said.
“What this place doesn’t need is
someone coming in and blowing it
up,” he said. “It’s running just fine.”
He and the board have great confidence in Auerbach, and the goal is
clear.
“I’ve always believed the board
of directors job is to put the right
people in place to run the hospital. We’ve had that for 28 years, and
we’ll have that for the foreseeable
future.”
Shyavitz is also confident in Auerbach’s abilities.
“This is a great community hospital, it’s a great medical community,” she said. “We’ve begun our second hundred years, and its going to
be more of the same.”
GEORGE W. RHODES can be
reached at 508-236-0432, at
grhodes@thesunchronicle.com
and on Twitter @SCAttleboro.

“This is a one and done
deal,” said Billy Abdelnour, president of the New
England Amateur Harness
Drivers Club. “This will literally end, finish harness
racing, because there is no
one waiting in line to build
a racetrack in Massachusetts.”
According to figures
from the state racing commission and a report prepared for Suffolk Downs by
Christiansen Capital Advisors, operating losses
at the track ranged from
$11.8 million to $26.4 million over a five-year period
from 2007-2011. The track’s
handle — the amount wagered on live races — has
fallen nearly every year
since 2000, from $27.6 million to 6.5 million in 2012,
and its purse — the money
paid out to horse owners —
tumbled from $16 million in
2003 to $9.4 million in 2012.
Plainridge’s live handle fell from $2.4 million in
2007 to $1.5 million in 2011
and purses decreased from
$3.1 million to $2.5 million
during that period, according to a 2012 consultants’
report for the racing commission.
The travails of horse
racing are not unique to
Massachusetts, with comparable declines seen elsewhere in the U.S. and
blamed largely on increased competition for
gambling dollars from casinos and state lotteries.
The “racino,” a facility that
marries racing and casino
gambling, has been one response around the country.
Legislators who crafted Massachusetts’ 2011 expanded gambling law clearly saw potential for casinos
to help bail out the racing
industry. The law requires
tracks that win gaming licenses to continue racing,
and directs a small percentage of casino proceeds
toward boosting purses.
The law, however, does
not specifically direct the
gambling commission to favor racinos or consider the
survival of racing when
making casino licensing
decisions. The five-member panel has promised to
weigh several factors, including potential economic
development.
Penn National Gaming,
which has applied to operate Plainridge, says the introduction of slot machines
revived racing at other fa-
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